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Abstract. Generic programming – an emerging new programming paradigm – best known from Standard Template Library as an essential part of C++ provides an opportunity to extend libraries in an efficient way. Both containers (abstract data structures) and algorithms working on them could be independently designed and implemented at O(1) cost. Unfortunately, smoothless cooperation of generic programming and object orientation is still an open problem. In this paper we will focus on reducing development and maintenance costs of systems using generative programming with recursive data structures to avoid multiple implementations of the components. For cases when separate implementation of algorithms can’t be avoided we provide a system protecting us against changing existing code during extension. Providing such a design is not a trivial problem using currently available tools. We will show a possible solution using a graphic library to demonstrate the problem and our solution with.

1. Introduction

In software development, working with recursive data structures is an ubiquitous problem. Graphic editors, web browsers, office software, etc. have to work with complex systems with sets of different (including recursive) component types. These software have to deal with algorithms operating on the components. The longest and most time and money consuming part of a software system’s life is maintenance, and with poor design it is hard to maintain and extension is always expensive. Extending the system with new components, all algorithms have to be implemented for them. Extending the system
with new algorithms, they have to be implemented for every component. Independent extension could make development and maintenance faster, more flexible, and cheaper. In this paper we will examine commonly used design patterns and will introduce a new one supporting independent development and extension in several cases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In this section we present a practical example of the problem after which we analyse currently existing solutions in section 2. We present our solution in section 3 and use it to solve the practical example in section 3.3. We analyse runtime performance of our solution in section 3.4 and finally we summarize our results in section 4.

As a motivating example we chose a graphic application since it has every feature required to demonstrate the problem. Our sample graphic application supports different shapes and transformations. It is not uncommon to define such a system with at least 20 different shapes and 50 transformations. One of the suggested design methods \cite{3} \cite{10} \cite{12} is using the Interpreter design pattern \cite{15}, which indicates to create an abstract base class called \texttt{Shape}, inherit all shapes from it and implement the transformations using virtual functions. The other suggested method \cite{3} \cite{10} \cite{12} is using the Visitor design pattern \cite{15}, which indicates to create an abstract base class called \texttt{Visitor} for transformations with a virtual function for every shape type. For example if the system has \texttt{Oval} shape, \texttt{Visitor} should have a virtual function called \texttt{visitOval} accepting \texttt{Oval} shapes. Every transformation should be implemented in a different class inherited from \texttt{Visitor} and implement the virtual functions.

The example above refers to a well-known scaling problem of object-oriented library design. Philip Wadler called it the expression problem on the Java-Genericity mailing list for the first time in 1998 \cite{13}. Given a set of recursive data structures and a set of operations operating on the data structures and a design is required which supports extension of both data types and operations independently. Extension (or modification) of one set should not affect the other and should not imply changes in existing code.

Zenger and Odersky presented a list of requirements \cite{3} for a solution which we have extended with an extra item. Our main goal is to find a design which \textbf{(1)} is extensible with algorithms (transformations in the example) and data types (shapes in the example). \textbf{(2)} is independently extensible. Extensions shouldn’t imply changes to previously written code. None of the data types should be changed because of writing a new operation and none of the operations should be changed because of creating a new data type. \textbf{(3)} is type safe. Validity of the operations are check at compile time eliminating runtime errors which can remain untested in practice causing embarrassing and commonly expensive issues in production. \textbf{(4)} is effective. When types
are available at compile-time, the efficiency of the compiled code should be similar to hand-written code allowing automatic optimisation of the code. (5) supports separate compilation. Different components of the system (different data types and algorithms) can be compiled independently from each other. (6) supports the reduction of the number of implementations where possible by using generic algorithms to describe similar implementations. This is our extension to Zenger’s and Odersky’s list. Generic algorithms – first introduced in Ada – can support data types which are written independently of the algorithm, maybe later after the creation of the algorithm.

2. Existing solutions

Matthias Zenger and Martin Odersky collected a set of (partial) solutions for the problem in [3]. We will go through them and see their benefits and drawbacks. Structural and functional decomposition are the two most important ones since the rest of the approaches are extensions or improvements of them.

2.1. Structural decomposition. Structural decomposition uses the Interpreter design pattern [15]. It requires a base class from which every data type is inherited, and the base class has a pure virtual function for every algorithm. Every data type implements it’s own version of the algorithm.

Extension with a new data type is easy, a new class implementing the data type need to be created. One of the disadvantages is that every algorithm has to be implemented for it, but the main problem with this solution is that every class has to be changed during extension with a new algorithm: a new virtual function has to be created in the base class, and it has to be implemented in every class inherited from the base class.

2.2. Functional decomposition. Functional decomposition uses the Visitor design pattern [15]. There are no restrictions for data types. Each algorithm is implemented by a class with multiple member functions – one for every data type. The objects of these classes are called visitors, and the classes are inherited from a base class which has a pure virtual function for every data type. These pure virtual functions are overridden in the visitor classes to implement the algorithm for the data types. To run an algorithm for a data object a visitor object needs to be created and it’s member function for the data object needs to be called.

Extension with a new algorithm is easy, a new class has to be created for the new algorithm. It has the same problem as structural decomposition: every algorithm has to be implemented for every data type. The main problem with this solution is that extension with a new data type is difficult: every visitor has to be extended with a new member function.
(1) **Extensible visitors** Krishnamurti, Felleisen and Friedman [2] extended the Visitor pattern [15] to be more flexible. They refined the way to introduce new data types: visitors don’t need to be changed, the set of member functions can be extended by subclassing. The main problem with this solution is that it is still not type safe – it requires casting. Zenger and Odersky advanced the approach [17] by adding default cases to types and visitors to handle future extensions, but was still not satisfactory because of allowing application of visitors to data variants they were not designed for.

(2) **External extension of classes** Some programming languages [16] support external extensions of classes making possible extension of a class without changing it’s code. Defining functions externally requires default implementations making separate compilation impossible.

(3) **Reflection based approach** Palsberg and Jay advanced the Visitor pattern [15] to Walkabouts [11] which use reflection to iterate over attributes of unsupported objects, but their solution has no static type safety because of using reflection.

(4) **Self types** Kim B. Bruce presented a way [10] of using a type construct called `ThisType` to advance the Interpreter design pattern [15]. `ThisType` changes in subclasses and the signature of inherited methods using `ThisType` ensure better static type safety, but the dynamic type of an object has to be available at compile time when calling a method expecting an object with `ThisType` as it’s static type.

(5) **Generics based approaches** Mads Torgersen used generic classes [12]. He presented an approach based on structural decomposition (which he called data-centered) and one on functional decomposition (he called operation-centered). They were both difficult to use for programmers and did not support independent extensibility.

3. **Our solution**

We approached the problem with generic programming but in a different way Mads Torgersen did [12]: we rely on the term concept defined in [4]. A concept is a set of requirements for a class, and a class models the concept if it meets the requirements. These requirements can be syntactic, semantic, etc. Syntactic requirements will be supported in the upcoming standard of C++ called C++0x [19] [20] [21]. We assume the existence of a concept every data type (including recursive ones) models. A data type can be any class model the concept and an operation can be any function relying only on the concept.

An example for this in the C++ Standard Template Library [9]: a class models the forward iterator concept if it can read through a sequence of objects in one direction. A container is forward iterable if it provides a subclass modelling the forward iterator concept and reading through the elements of
Algorithms use these iterators to access the containers (which they know nothing more about), they rely only on the concept.

These systems can be extended in non-intrusive way: new data types can be introduced by creating a new class modelling the concept, new operations can be introduced by writing new generic functions relying only on the concept. This solution is also efficient, since in most cases the compiler knows every type at compile time and can heavily optimise the program.

3.1. Recursive data types. We examine creation of recursive data types for this design. Recursive data types contain one or more data objects (modelling the concept) and are data objects themselves, so recursive data types model the concept as well. When the type of the child objects are known at compile time the interface of the children can be used directly: all types are known at compile time. When the types of the child objects are unknown at compile time the only thing the recursive object can assume is that they model the concept. Not only their dynamic but also their static type is unknown at compile time (there is no common base class for data types).

Mat Marcus, Jaakko Järvi and Sean Parent use the Bridge design pattern in [4]. The goal of this pattern is separation of abstraction (in our case the concept) and implementation (classes modelling the concept). They connect static and dynamic polymorphism by creating an abstract base class for every class modelling the concept and a generic wrapper class which is a subclass of the base class and can be instantiated by any class modelling the concept. The abstract base class provides pure virtual functions for every operation required by the concept and wrappers implement these virtual functions by using the wrapped object’s interface since every wrapper knows the static type of the wrapped class at compile time.

Inheritance between the base class and wrappers implement dynamic, instantiation of the generic wrapper for each data type implements static polymorphism. Using this idea recursive data types could be implemented when static type of children is unknown at compile time using smart reference objects which could be special objects containing a pointer to wrapper objects and model the concept themselves by calling virtual functions of the wrappers.

Concepts requiring the existence of subtypes modelling another concept (e.g. STL containers need to have an iterator type [9]) make creation of the abstract base class more difficult: since the static type of the wrapped object is not known at compile time, neither does the compiler know the static type of the subtype. The open question is what type should the common base class provide as the subtype. Our answer to this question is repetition of the idea of Marcus, Järvi and Parent [4] for the subtype: the base class could provide the smart reference class to the real subtype as the subtype. For example the base class for STL containers could provide the smart reference class for
iterators as it’s iterator type and instances of STL algorithms not knowing
the static type of the container at compile time could access the iterators
through smart reference objects. For example a container could be created
accepting any random access STL container [9] using this solution. First
iterators of these containers need to be wrapped, so a base class is required
for random access iterators. The codes here are not complete classes, just
examples demonstrating the logic of the solution, and to keep examples simple
we assume that the container’s elements are `ints`.

class RandomAccessIteratorBase {
public:
    virtual int operator*() const = 0;
    virtual int& operator*() = 0;
};

The wrapper template needs to be implemented for iterators:

template <typename T>
class RandomAccessIteratorWrapper :
    public RandomAccessIteratorBase {
public:
    RandomAccessIteratorWrapper(const T& t) : _wrappedObject(t) {}  
    virtual int operator*() const { return *_wrappedObject; }  
    virtual int& operator*() { return *_wrappedObject; }  
private:
    T _wrappedObject;
};

Finally a smart reference class needs to be created simulating a random
access iterator and calling a wrapper in the background. (We use `shared_ptr`
from Boost [18] as an underlying smart pointer implementation). We fo-
cus on the core idea here and skip other parts (e.g. copy constructor for
`RandomAccessIterator`) which a real implementation has to deal with.

class RandomAccessIterator {
public:
    template <typename T> RandomAccessIterator(const T& t) :
        _wrapped(new RandomAccessIteratorWrapper<T>(t)) {}  
    int operator*() { return _wrapped->operator*(); }  
    int& operator*() const { return _wrapped->operator*(); }  
private:
    boost::shared_ptr<RandomAccessIteratorBase> _wrapped;
};

Now since iterators have been wrapped the wrapper for containers can be
created using the iterator wrapper:
class RandomAccessContainerBase {
public:
    virtual RandomAccessIterator begin() = 0;
    virtual RandomAccessIterator end() = 0;
};
template <typename T> class RandomAccessContainerWrapper : public RandomAccessContainerBase {
public:
    RandomAccessContainerWrapper(const T& t) : _wrapped(t) {}
    virtual RandomAccessIterator begin() { return _wrapped.begin(); }
    virtual RandomAccessIterator end() { return _wrapped.end(); }
private:
    T _wrapped;
};
class RandomAccessContainer {
public:
    template <typename T> RandomAccessContainer(const T& t) :
        _wrapped(new RandomAccessContainerWrapper<T>(t)) {}
    RandomAccessIterator begin() { return _wrapped->begin(); }
    RandomAccessIterator end() { return _wrapped->end(); }
private:
    boost::shared_ptr<RandomAccessContainerBase> _wrapped;
};

Every STL algorithm [9] for random access containers could work with these wrappers and accept any random access container – without recompiling the algorithm itself. It has a runtime cost but it still acceptable (we have implemented the motivating example using this and measured the runtime cost – see table 1 and table 2).

3.2. Evaluation of our solution against the requirements. We have a set of requirements (Zenger’s and Odersky’s list with an extension in section 3.3): (1) Extensibility with algorithms and data types. Algorithms can be added by implementing new generic functions, data types can be added by creating new classes modelling the concept. (2) Independent extension. Extension with a new generic function or a new class has no effect on data types or other functions. (3) Static type safety. Validity of calling a generic function on a data type is checked when the code calling the function is compiled. Data types have to model the concept and algorithms have to rely only on the concept. In case algorithms rely on a refinement of the original concept data types they are called with have to model that as well. When using unrestricted containers the type of the objects is checked.
when the objects are placed in the container, therefore algorithms operating on the elements of the container can assume that every element models the concept. (4) **Efficiency.** When runtime type of data objects is known at compile time the compiler can optimise the code. (5) **Separate compilation.** When using unrestricted containers (or references to objects modelling the concept) algorithms can be compiled separately from data types they use. (6) **Reduction of the number of implementations** Generic algorithms do this.

3.3. **Using this idea for the motivating example.** We are going to use this solution for the motivating example and check how effectively can this approach solve the problem compared to the commonly used design patterns. [3] [10] [12] In the motivating example a set of shapes and a set of transformations operating on the shapes are given. Groups of shapes can be created which groups are shapes themselves, operations need to support them either. Shapes are the data types of the expression problem, groups of shapes make them recursive. Transformations are operations operating on the data types.

Since our solution requires a generic concept for data types, the first step of applying the approach to a practical problem is finding one. This concept needs to be generic enough to avoid restriction of the data types since changes in the concept are likely to indicate changes in every data type and operation. In our example data types are shapes, a concept has to be generic enough to describe all kinds of shapes. There are multiple approaches to find one, we use one we found generic enough here for demonstration.

First we define a concept for vectors: we expect a vector type to have a scalar type associated with it, the scalar values form a field and the vectors form a vector space over this field. For example the vector space of two (or three) dimensional vectors over the field of real numbers satisfy these requirements. A generic concept for shapes can be defined based on the generic concept for vectors. Commonly used shapes can be described by a set of vectors. Here are the shapes of the well-known vector graphics standard the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format [27]: (1) **line** can be represented by it’s two endpoints. (2) **triangle** can be represented by it’s three vertices. (3) **Rectangles** can be represented by two or three vectors (depending on if their edges are always parallel to the axis of the coordinate system or they can be rotated by any angle). (4) **Ellipses** can be represented by their bounding rectangle, which indicates that they can be represented by two or three vectors. (5) **Circles** can be represented by the origin and one point on the edge. (6) **Paths and shapes described by them (polylines, polygons, bezier curves, splines)** can be represented by their control points. As we can see there are shapes which support extension and reduction of the set of
their points (polylines, curves, etc.) and there are shapes where the number of points are fixed (rectangles, lines, etc.).

![Example shapes and vectors describing them](image)

**Figure 1.** Example shapes and vectors describing them

A generic concept for shapes could be defined based on this idea: a shape is represented by a set of vectors completely describing its shape, location, orientation and size. Each type of shape has a forward iterator type and has `begin()` and `end()` methods similarly to STL containers which can be used to iterate over the vectors representing the shape. Transformations could be implemented similarly to algorithms of the Standard Template Library: they are generic functions using iterators to access the shapes. Here is an example implementation of translation:

```cpp
template <typename Shape>
void translate(Shape& shape, typename Shape::Vector d) {
  for (typename Shape::iterator i = shape.begin(); i != shape.end(); ++i)
    *i += d;
}
```

Basic shapes like lines, curves, etc. could be implemented by containers of vectors. For example a rectangle or a line could be implemented by an array of vectors to provide O(1) random access to the vectors, a polyline could be implemented by a list of vectors to provide O(1) vector insertion and deletion. Groups of shapes could be implemented by containers of shapes, but they have to be shapes themselves. The union of sets representing the contained shapes could be the set of shapes representing the group itself as a shape since this is the set of shapes which satisfies the expectations of the abstract concept for shapes (completely describes the whole group). This indicates the creation of a special iterator iterating over the elements of the contained shapes. Unrestricted containers could be implemented by creating generic wrappers for shapes. Since the type of iterators is not fixed, generic wrappers have to be created for iterators either.
3.4. **Runtime performance.** We implemented the motivating example to measure the runtime performance of the solution. The test environment was a Linux box with the GNU C++ compiler version 4.1.2, and the code was compiled with level 6 optimisation. We measured the speed of the translation of two dimensional points and polylines in homogeneous and in unrestricted containers. Using homogeneous containers dynamic type of the shapes are known at compile time making optimisation possible but restricting flexibility while unrestricted containers accept any type of shapes but have runtime costs because of using dynamic polymorphism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Measurements with point shapes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted container (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 000 shapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 000 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 000 shapes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Measurements with polylines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted container (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 shapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 000 shapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 000 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results are what we expected – runtime polymorphism has a strong impact on runtime speed (unrestricted containers were 3 - 6 times slower than homogeneous ones).
4. Summary

A large class of software is working on recursive data types. Web browsers, office software, graphic editors, etc. have different components containing other components, and perform operations on them. These software need to be designed carefully, since by applying commonly used design patterns, the possibility of independent development and extension of these components and operations could be lost. In this paper we analysed common patterns and found that they supported independent extension of one of data types or operations, but not both of them. We analysed other existing approaches as well to see their benefits and drawbacks. We proposed a new approach using generic programming in C++ and a solution when a concept is available for data types. In our approach data types are required to model the concept and algorithms required to rely only on the concept when accessing data objects.

A drawback of generic programming in C++ is the lack of support for runtime polymorphism which is required to create unrestricted containers for data objects supporting any data type. We used the technique described by Mat Marcus, Jaakko Järvi and Sean Parent in [4] to connect compile time and runtime polymorphism. We extended the idea with support to unrestricted containers. After measuring the runtime cost of unrestricted containers we found that although they were 3-6 times slower than homogeneous ones, but they are more advantageous in means of flexibility, type safety, and quality of source code.
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